FIRE & WATER - DESIGNED - DATA SHEET
FILENAME

DESCRIPTION

CEDS FIRE Bonfire.wav

Constantly burning, large campfire with a lot of crackling, bursting and sizzling.

CEDS FIRE Burst Aggressive Large.wav

Heavy, bursting impact with flaming whooshes in the end.

CEDS FIRE Burst Aggressive Medium.wav

Big, bursting impact with crackling and sizzling flames in the end.

CEDS FIRE Burst Aggressive Small.wav

Short, flaming whoosh followed by strong impact. Ending with burning and sizzling elements.

CEDS FIRE Burst Soft Large.wav

Bursting flame with soft impact and long, burning elements in tail.

CEDS FIRE Burst Soft Medium.wav

Strong impact with high, sizzling flames and rumbling elements.

CEDS FIRE Burst Soft Small.wav

Short whoosh in the beginning followed by bursting impact and sizzling flame in the end.

CEDS FIRE Campfire.wav

Constantly burning, small bonfire with a lot of crackling, bursting and sizzling elements.

CEDS FIRE Fiery Wind.wav

Constantly burning and moving flames with some low, rumbling bursts and light, hissing.

CEDS FIRE Forest Fire Large.wav

Huge and constantly burning fire with low, rumbling and a lot of crackling. Some bursts and sprinkling.

CEDS FIRE Impact 1 Large.wav

Firearm like impact with heavy rumbling, hissing and sizzling elements.

CEDS FIRE Impact 1 Medium.wav

Strong and deep impact with long, burning, crackling and sizzling flames in the end.

CEDS FIRE Impact 1 Small.wav

Short burst followed by big, igniting impact with hot sizzling flames.

CEDS FIRE Impact 2 Large.wav

Heavy and deep impact with low, rumbling and sizzling flames in the end.

CEDS FIRE Impact 2 Medium.wav

Big, bursting impact with burning and moving flames afterwards.

CEDS FIRE Impact 2 Small.wav

Soft impact with a lot of hissing and sizzling elements.

CEDS FIRE Movement Aggressive Large.wav

Sequence of several burning and bursting elements and constantly moving flames. Low rumbling with distortion.

CEDS FIRE Movement Aggressive Medium.wav

Sequence of moving flame whooshes like swinging a big torch.

CEDS FIRE Movement Aggressive Small.wav

Several flame whooshes in a row. Some crackling, snapping and sizzling elements.

CEDS FIRE Movement Soft Large.wav

Starting with ignition of burning liquid, followed by a sequence of big flame whooshes.

CEDS FIRE Movement Soft Medium.wav

Soft, bursting impact followed by constantly burning flames and ending with extinguishing. Sweetened with roaring and gurgling.

CEDS FIRE Movement Soft Small.wav

Several flame whooshes in a row with a lot of sizzling and moving elements.

CEDS FIRE Storm Medium.wav

Extremely burning and constantly moving flames with a lot of rumbling and creature like sweeteners in the background.

CEDS FIRE Tornado Large.wav

Constantly rotating flame whooshes with a lot of hissing, sizzling and rumbling.

CEDS FIRE Whoosh Aggressive 1 Large.wav

Slowly approaching flames with rogue impact like a falling bomb.

CEDS FIRE Whoosh Aggressive 1 Medium.wav

Scifi like flames approaching and flying by. Slightly distorted with strike like impact in the middle.

CEDS FIRE Whoosh Aggressive 1 Small.wav

Very fast swoosh with tonal element with descending pitch and slightly distorting flames in the end.

CEDS FIRE Whoosh Aggressive 2 Large.wav

Slowly evolving, low, rumbling flame with fast moving and harsh element flying by in the middle.

CEDS FIRE Whoosh Aggressive 2 Medium.wav

Swirling and wobbling flame in the beginning followed by scifi like, hitting flame.

CEDS FIRE Whoosh Aggressive 2 Small.wav

Harsh hissing in the beginning followed by fast moving flame.

CEDS FIRE Whoosh Aggressive 3 Large.wav

Deep impact with long, burning elements like shooting a flamethrower and slightly moving it.

CEDS FIRE Whoosh Aggressive 3 Medium.wav

Fast approaching flame, flying by with deep but soft impact in the middle and some light burning elements in the end.

CEDS FIRE Whoosh Aggressive 3 Small.wav

Scifi like flame quickly approaching and moving by. Very short with some light hissing.

CEDS FIRE Whoosh Aggressive 4 Large.wav

Slowly evolving, burning element followed by big flame passing by. Slightly distorted with soft impact in the middle.

CEDS FIRE Whoosh Aggressive 4 Medium.wav

Swirling element in the beginning followed by hitting impact of a flame moving by.
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CEDS FIRE Whoosh Aggressive 4 Small.wav

Dull, evolving swoosh with distorting flame passing by quickly. Laser like impact in the middle.

CEDS FIRE Whoosh Soft Large.wav

Huge flame passing by with further flames in the end. Rumbling like a rocket with some tonal elements.

CEDS FIRE Whoosh Soft Medium.wav

Big flame approaching and passing by like shooting a fireball. Striking like a meteor in the middle.

CEDS FIRE Whoosh Soft Small.wav

Fast flame swoosh like swinging a torch. Last two variations with second whoosh.

CEDS MAGMA Bubble Burst Large.wav

Bubbling lava followed by massive eruption with bursting and sizzling and more bubbling in the end.

CEDS MAGMA Bubble Burst Medium.wav

Bubbling lava followed by hissing eruption with grunting burst.

CEDS MAGMA Bubble Burst Small.wav

Fast, bubbling lava followed by small, hissy eruption with some sizzling.

CEDS MAGMA Impact Large.wav

Lava whoosh followed by bursting impact with a lot of sizzling, bubbling and some crackling.

CEDS MAGMA Impact Medium.wav

Bursting lava fountain with a lot of bubbling and sizzling.

CEDS MAGMA Impact Small.wav

Splashing lava fountain bursting with hissing and sizzling debris.

CEDS MAGMA Movement Aggressive Large.wav

Constantly rumbling and bubbling lava flow with some small, hissy bursts. Steady and heavy, low rumbling.

CEDS MAGMA Movement Aggressive Medium.wav

Constantly moving and bubbling lava flow with some splashing and sizzling bursts. Steady, low rumbling.

CEDS MAGMA Movement Aggressive Small.wav

Constantly flowing lava with a lot of bubbling, sizzling and some hissing. Steady rumbling.

CEDS MAGMA Movement Soft Large.wav

Steady rumbling and bubbling lava flow. Low and dull beside some hissing.

CEDS MAGMA Movement Soft Medium.wav

Continuous sequence of big rumbling impacts and bubbling with some sizzling and hissing. Roaring and grunting from time to time.

CEDS MAGMA Movement Soft Small.wav

Smaller lava flow, constantly bubbling with squeezing and sizzling.

CEDS UNDER WATER Impact Large.wav

Massive, detonating impact displacing a huge amount of water. Dull, bubbling tail.

CEDS UNDER WATER Impact Medium.wav

Bursting impact with bass drop followed by bubbling and moving water.

CEDS UNDER WATER Impact Small.wav

Soft impact with a lot of bubbling and streaming water.

CEDS UNDER WATER Movement Large.wav

Constantly flowing masses of water with moving panorama and heavy low rumbling from time to time.

CEDS UNDER WATER Movement Medium.wav

Long sequence of dull, bubbling water with much low end and some creature like moaning.

CEDS UNDER WATER Movement Small.wav

Fast and constantly flowing water. Like underneath the surface of a stream or river. Lightly bubbling.

CEDS UNDER WATER Whoosh Aggressive Large.wav

Massive water movement like scraping the surface and submerging into the deep.

CEDS UNDER WATER Whoosh Aggressive Medium.wav

Starting with low, tonal element followed by massive water movement and ending with bubbling.

CEDS UNDER WATER Whoosh Aggressive Small.wav

Fast and harsh swoosh with a lot of bubbling.

CEDS UNDER WATER Whoosh Soft Large.wav

Low, rumbling water movement with some sizzling and deep bubbling.

CEDS UNDER WATER Whoosh Soft Medium.wav

Slowly approaching with soft impact in the middle and bubbling in the end.

CEDS UNDER WATER Whoosh Soft Small.wav

Bubbling all the way with deep impact in the middle.

CEDS VOLCANO Eruption Large.wav

Several, heavy bursts like explosion with some crackling and distortion.

CEDS VOLCANO Eruption Medium.wav

Starting with low rumbling followed by big, detonating impact and burst. Long, echoing tail.

CEDS VOLCANO Eruption Small.wav

Single burst with heavy impact and a lot of debris and sizzling.

CEDS WATER Dive Large.wav

Starting with big wave on surface and ending with submerging into the deep with a lot of bubbling.

CEDS WATER Dive Sink Medium.wav

Starting with small wave on surface and ending with submerging impact into the deep with a lot of bubbling.

CEDS WATER Dive Sink Small.wav

Small whoosh followed by submerge into the deep ocean. Harsh with some bubbling.

CEDS WATER Impact Deep Large.wav

Massive, deep impact with a lot splashing and bubbling.

CEDS WATER Impact Deep Medium.wav

Hitting the surface followed by big submerging impact. Ending with splashing on surface.
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CEDS WATER Impact Deep Small.wav

Hitting surface followed by submerging impact and ending with some, light splashing.

CEDS WATER Impact Spray Large.wav

Huge impact displacing massive amounts of water. Waves rumbling into each other.

CEDS WATER Impact Spray Medium.wav

Tight impact followed by dull impact. Ending with a lot of splashing.

CEDS WATER Impact Spray Small.wav

Soft, double impact with a lot of splashing in the end.

CEDS WATER Movement Rapids Large.wav

Constantly flowing masses of water with heavy, low rumbling and some splashes.

CEDS WATER Movement Rapids Medium.wav

Constantly flowing and moving water with some splashing and bubbling like crushing waves.

CEDS WATER Movement Rapids Small.wav

Continuously flowing and moving water with some bubbling and splashing.

CEDS WATER Movement Sea Calm.wav

Very slow, moving water with waves crushing softly.

CEDS WATER Movement Sea Storm Large.wav

Extreme, crushing waves with heavy, low rumbling impacts and splashing.

CEDS WATER Movement Sea Windy.wav

Turbulent and fast flowing water with some crushing waves, splashing and bubbling.

CEDS WATER Whirlpool Large.wav

Starting with slow movements, steadily evolving into a massive, turbulent, circling stream and calming down again.

CEDS WATER Whirlpool Medium.wav

Starting with small, crushing waves quickly evolving into turbulent movement with circling panning. Calming down in the end.

CEDS WATER Whirlpool Small.wav

Calm waves crushing becoming faster and faster with circling panorama. Decreasing towards the end.

CEDS WATER Whoosh Aggressive 1 Large.wav

Huge amount of water passing by with rocket like impact in the middle.

CEDS WATER Whoosh Aggressive 1 Medium.wav

Bubbling and sizzling in the beginning followed by big wave passing by. Ending with slowly moving water.

CEDS WATER Whoosh Aggressive 1 Small.wav

Rocket like wave crushing with harsh hissing in the middle and heavy low end. Some bubbling and splashing.

CEDS WATER Whoosh Aggressive 2 Large.wav

Eerie approaching waves crushing with massive impact. Some splashing and bubbling in the end.

CEDS WATER Whoosh Aggressive 2 Medium.wav

Deep and heavy impact followed by bubbling and splashing.

CEDS WATER Whoosh Aggressive 2 Small.wav

Sizzling wave approaching and passing by with heavy, dull impact. Bubbling and sizzling in the end.

CEDS WATER Whoosh Soft Large.wav

Massive wave passing by with bass drop in the middle and dull, bubbling in the end.

CEDS WATER Whoosh Soft Medium.wav

Soft bubbling and slowly approaching wave leading into big and furious pass by with a lot of bubbling and splashing.

CEDS WATER Whoosh Soft Small.wav

Very fast flowing water, slightly tonal with bubbles and splashes in the end.

CEDS WAVE Surf Small.wav

Bubbling followed by crushing wave. Harsh and with some splashing.

CEDS WAVE Tidal Medium.wav

High, hissing and massive, low, rumbling wave passing by.

CEDS WAVE Tsunami Large.wav

Starting with deep crushing and rumbling waves followed by enormously heavy water impacts. Water flowing back in the end.
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